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How To Be a Graphic Designer Without Losing Your SoulPrinceton Press, 2005
Designers are quick to tell us about their sources of inspiration, but they are much less willing to reveal such critical matters as how to find work, how much they charge, and what to do when a client rejects three weeks of work and refuses to pay the bill. How to be a graphic designer without losing your soul addresses the concerns of...
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Executing Data Quality Projects: Ten Steps to Quality Data and Trusted Information (TM)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
No two data quality projects are the same. Some are large efforts focused entirely on improving some quality aspect of information. Others are subprojects within other efforts, such as a data migration. Still others are led by a few individuals trying to make a difference as they perform their everyday activities. What I like about McGilvray's Ten...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro 6Focal Press, 2007
"This book will help you learn how to use Final Cut Pro 5 quickly and confidently." - Stills Audio Motion 

"In such a relatively short book as compared to the 800 page tomes I usually find, there is not much that Rick Young does not cover in order to get the new user up and running as soon and as painlessly as...
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Pro JavaScript for Web AppsApress, 2012


	Client-side web app development has always been the poor cousin to server-side coding. This started

	because browsers and the devices they run on have been less capable than enterprise-class servers. To

	provide any kind of serious web app functionality, the server had to do all of the heavy lifting for the

	browsers, which was pretty...
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Thyroid Cytopathology (Essentials in Cytopathology)Springer, 2005

	Advances in molecular and genetics-based diagnostics are driving an increased interest in cytopathology, as cytological specimens are the ideal substrate for this new technology. Although there are a handful of comprehensive, standard texts on the market, there is a need for portable, more concise books for easy reference. Thus, the inception...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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Modern C Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2018

	
		Discover how C's efficiency makes it a popular choice in a wide variety of applications and operating systems with special applicability to wearables, game programming, system level programming, embedded device/firmware programming and in Arduino and related electronics hobbies in this condensed code and syntax guide. This book...
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The Social Media Marketing BookO'Reilly, 2009
Something strange is happening. Your advertising doesn’t work anymore, at least not like it used to. You used to be able to buy some TV time or put an ad in a newspaper, but nowadays everyone has TiVo or a DVR and gets their news online. The conversations that took place under industrial broadcast media about your products happened in small...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Digital Retouching and Compositing: Photographers' Guide (Power!)Course Technology PTR, 2003
Written from a photographer's point of view, "Digital Retouching and Compositing: Photographers' Guide" solves every snap-shooter's real-life problems painlessly. It distills complex topics down to a few pages of explanation and easy steps so users can quickly and dramatically change the way photos look. The book is...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
Danny Goodman felt that he couldn't trust any of the documentation on Dynamic HTML (DHTML) that he read (too many contradictions), so he wrote this book as a reference for working with his own clients. After testing tags and techniques on multiple releases of the main browsers, Goodman came up with very practical information--some of which you may...
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The Bento Book: Beauty and Simplicity in Digital OrganizationQue, 2008
Find everything fast...from iCal, Address Book, Apple Mail, even MobileMe and iPhone

 

     •    Use Bento’s stunning templates and themes

     •   ...
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